News Release

Globecomm to premier Fieldcaster SM
Video Streaming Service at NAB 2015
Hauppauge, N.Y., April 9, 2015 – Globecomm announces the launch of
Fieldcastersm, a new, cost-effective service that originates live broadcasts
from anywhere while providing cloud based content management and
distribution services. Fieldcaster broadcasts an event from anywhere and
streams it live and interactively, then archives and secures the content for
on-demand viewing.
Successful beta trials of Fieldcaster have ranged from distance learning to
store openings to conferences; with events securely broadcasted to
thousands of viewers across North America, Latin America, Europe, Africa,
Asia and the Middle East. Fieldcaster eliminates the expense of deploying a
satellite truck for event broadcasting by providing a completely portable
solution.
“Fieldcaster empowers users of all kinds to do more with live video,” says
Ed Behan, Vice President of Media Platforms for Globecomm. “Our service
leverages bonded cellular technology to reliably originate high definition
broadcasts at dramatically less cost than traditional solutions. We couple
this with our intuitive, cloud-based content management platform to enable
an endless array of use cases.”
Fieldcaster will be demonstrated in the Globecomm booth SU2721 at NAB
2015 in Las Vegas, April 11-16. To schedule a demo Click here
About Globecomm
Globecomm is a leading global communications provider serving
government and commercial markets in over 80 countries. Globecomm
employs engineering expertise in consulting services, system design and
integration, maritime and mobile communications, media services, and
mission critical networks, to provide its customers the optimal solution.
Globecomm is dedicated to improving communications and leverages its
world class, global network to offer end-to-end, managed service

communication’s solutions worldwide.
Based in Hauppauge, New York, Globecomm also maintains offices in
Maryland, New Jersey, Virginia, the Netherlands, South Africa, Germany,
United Kingdom, Hong Kong, Singapore, the United Arab Emirates and
Afghanistan. For more information, please visit www.globecomm.com
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